
2. Rotate off.
On the third firing, the handle should be held down
and the gun rotated away from the installed clip.
The forked driver blade that hammers the nails into the
wood will have penetrated the clip housing to a depth of
5/8". Rotating the gun off the clip will prevent the driver
blade from binding within the clip housing. Shaking the
gun to pull it off of the clip will tend to loosen the nails.

Fully-seated and properly
installed, the RB-5 Clip

holds securely, with nails
driven 5/8" into the wood

RB-5 Clip Gun Operating Instructions

1. Shoot three times.
To fasten a pipe or tube with the RB-5 Clip Gun, press
and hold the Clip Gun firmly against the wooden
surface. Then, fire the gun three times per clip.
Firing the gun three times will drive the nails out of the clip
housing and into the wooden surface. It takes less than two
seconds to seat each clip by firing the Clip Gun three times. A
fully seated, properly installed RB-5 Clip will provide an instal-
lation that is strong and professional.
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• Do not point the Clip Gun at anybody.
Although the RB-5 Clip Gun is designed to not fire clips out
of the magazine, the nails will protrude quickly upon firing
and could cause injury.

• Do not fire the Clip Gun unless it is engaged in
installing pipe or tubing onto a wooden surface.

• Do not overreach when operating gun from a
ladder.
Keep proper footing at all times.

• Use belt holder to hold gun when not in use.

• Wear safety glasses when using the Clip Gun.

REMINDER
It takes less than two seconds
to fire the Clip Gun three times!

Comments? Suggestions? If you have any questions about the operation of the RB-5 Clip Gun or its applications,
please call us during business hours, Monday - Friday 8:00 am to 5:00 pm (Mountain Time)

and we'll be happy to help. Our toll free number is 1-800-338-2448.
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